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The stress of the economic downturn in 
BC’s forest industry is being felt across 
many areas. The impact is affecting not 
only the hundreds of mill workers who 
have been laid off or had a reduction in 
shifts, but also by forestry workers and 
contractors, such as log truck drivers and 
independent timber harvesters, who rely on 
the mills to produce product.

Losing a job or not having work is one of 
life’s most stressful experiences and is 
not something to take lightly. It can be an 
overwhelming, life-changing event that 
affects not just the individual, but families 
and communities alike. 

If you have been impacted by losing work, 
it’s normal to feel angry, hurt, or depressed 
and grieve about your loss, or feel anxious 
about what the future holds. Job loss and 
unemployment involves a lot of change 
all at once, which can rock your sense of 
purpose and self-esteem. While the stress 
can seem overwhelming, there are many 
things you can do to take control of the 
situation, maintain your spirits and come 
out of this difficult period stronger, more 
resilient and with a renewed sense of 
purpose.

Why is job loss so stressful?

Our jobs are much more than just the 
way we make a living. They influence 
our personal perception and how we are 

In this month’s Forest Safety News you might notice we have 
included QR Codes in the Winch Assist Workshop article on page 9. 
If you are reading the printed version of the newsletter, simply scan 
the QR Codes within the article using the camera in your Apple or 
Android device for direct access to the YouTube video links. Give 
them a try and let us know what you think.

perceived by others. They give us structure 
and purpose which is why job loss and 
unemployment can be so stressful.

Beyond the loss of income, losing a job 
also comes with other major losses, some 
of which may be even more difficult to face:

•	 Professional identity
•	 Self-esteem and self-confidence 
•	 Daily routine
•	 Purposeful activity
•	 A work-based social network
•	 Sense of security

Grief is a natural response to loss. You 
need to give yourself time to adjust and 
try to accept your feelings by going easy 
on yourself. No matter how devastating it 
may seem though, with time and the right 
coping techniques, you can come to terms 
with these setbacks, ease your stress and 
anxiety and move on with your career. 

Coping Techniques

The following coping tips can help you 
deal with the stress of job loss and work 
reduction in a healthy way.

Stay Strong by Cultivating a Resilient 
Mindset 

1. Resist the temptation to withdraw. Find 
a support system and stay engaged.

2. Set goals and set a schedule for 
achieving them. 

3. Be a realistic optimist and let go of any 
unrealistic expectations of yourself and 
others.

4. Give yourself permission to feel and 
process your feelings.

Continued on page 2...
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Industry News

WorkSafeBC 
provides an overview 
to the changes to 
the 2019 Health and 
Safety Regulation

Continued from page 1...

Preliminary 
2020 insurance 
rates provide 
relief for majority 
of forestry 
subsector

5. Don’t expect to be happy all the 
time and take responsibility for your 
decisions and feelings.

6. Develop a caring relationship with 
yourself and others and practice 
gratitude and mindfulness.

Reach Out and Stay Connected

1. Find a good listener to talk to about 
how you are feeling.

2. Continue to develop your social 
connections by taking a class, joining 
a sports team or getting involved with 
your community by volunteering or 
attending local events. 

3. Develop a network for new employment 
opportunities and set up meetings with 
networking contacts.

4. Create a job search plan or learn a new 
skill. 

Involve Your Family for Support

1. Open up and lean on your family for 
support. 

2. Keep your family in the loop on your job 
search. 

3. Listen to their concerns and worries 
and give them a chance to make 
suggestions. 

4. Make time for family fun.

5. Keep an open dialogue with your kids 
and help them feel involved. 

Face Your Feelings to Help You Deal with 
the Loss and Move On

1. Accept reality by acknowledging the 
difficulty and accepting the situation you 
are in so you can move onto the next 
phase in your life.

2. Avoid beating yourself up and challenge 
negative thoughts to maintain your self-
confidence. 

3. Look for a silver lining by finding a 
lesson in your loss and learning from 
the experience. Take time to reflect on 
what you want and rethink your career 
priorities. 

4. Write it all down. Express your feelings, 
make a note of your ideas, document 
your experience, make a list of your 
positives or detail your goals; writing 
can help you to look realistically at 
your new situation and put things into 
perspective.

Take Care of Yourself and Maintain a 
Healthy Balance in Your Life

1. Get moving to relieve stress by 
exercising. 

2. Eat healthy to keep you focussed. 

3. Get plenty of sleep and practice 
relaxation techniques. 

4. Focus on what you can control to help 
you stay positive and stay on task. 

5. Keep a daily routine. 

Losing your job or not having work is a 
setback, to be sure, and it’s hard not to 
take things personally. But in order to keep 
your self-esteem intact, try to think about 
the situation as objectively as possible. It’s 
important to experience whatever emotions 
arise and you don’t want to ignore them. 
You can, however, manage them and make 
sure they don’t get the best of you during 
the process. Coping with job loss is difficult, 
but you never know what’s around the 
corner. If you feel you need assistance in 
dealing with stress and have access to an 
Employee and Family Assistance Program 
(EFAP) don’t hesitate to use it.

Additional Resources

•	 Help Guide: Job Loss and 
Unemployment 
www.helpguide.org/articles/stress/job-
loss-and-unemployment-stress.htm

•	 Map showing mental health support and 
crisis phone numbers for BC 
www.crisislines.bc.ca/mapcrisis-lines

•	 Mental Health and Substance Use 
Resources from HealthLinkBC 
www.healthlinkbc.ca/mental-health-
substance-use

•	 Stress Management Resources from 
HealthLinkBC 
www.healthlinkbc.ca/health-topics/
rlxsk

•	 Managing Stress in the Workplace 
www.bcforestsafe.org/node/3354 

WorkSafeBC has presented the proposed 
preliminary insurance rates for Forestry, 
Sawmills, Pellet Manufacturing and Log 
Transport for 2020. Premium rate drivers 
are calculated based on number of claims, 
claim costs (which take into account 
payments for health care, short term 
disability, vocational rehabilitation, long 
term disability and survivor benefits) and 
investment returns. 

WorkSafeBC places employers into 
categorized industry groups called 
Classification Units (CU’s). Every year, the 
CU’s are compared to the industry group’s 
claim cost profile within that rate group to 
set the premium base rates. The Forestry 
subsector contains 14 classification units 
categorized as DR. Sawmills form their 
own rate group (IS) and silviculture, pellet 
manufacture and log transport have their 
own rate group band according to their 
respective claim cost rate.

In early 2019, WorkSafeBC’s Board of 
Directors approved amendments to the 
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) 
Regulation. These changes went into 
effect June 3, 2019. Several of these OHS 
amendments which have been put into effect 
directly relate to the forestry sector.

www.helpguide.org/articles/stress/job-loss-and-unemployment-stress.htm
www.crisislines.bc.ca/mapcrisis-lines
www.healthlinkbc.ca/mental-health-substance-use
www.healthlinkbc.ca/health-topics/rlxsk
www.bcforestsafe.org/node/3354
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Rate Overview by Forestry Subsections

WorkSafeBC 2020 Proposed Rates
The proposed preliminary rates for all 14 classification units in the Forestry 
subsector will see an average premium rate decrease of 16% percent compared 
to 2019. That translates into more than $10 million in reduced premiums for the for 
the Forestry subsector and over $3 million for the Sawmill sector based on 2018 
assessable payroll levels. For Log Hauling, although the cost rate is down, the rate 
is proposed to increase as it moves towards its required rate of 8.84%. 

*Log Hauling continues to be transitioned towards it required 
rate of 8.84%

Regulation Changes
Part 8: Personal Protective Clothing and 
Equipment

www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/
occupational-health-safety/searchable-
ohs-regulation/ohs-regulation/part-
08-personal-protective-clothing-and-
equipment

Part 8 and 34 - Safety headgear – 
Amendments in sections 8.11 (2) and  
34.14 replace past CSA and ANSI 
standards with current versions to 
better reflect industry standards while 
maintaining worker safety. Check your 
hard hat to ensure it complies with the 
updated standards. 

Part 8 - Eye and face protection – 
Amendments to sections 8.14 to 8.17 have 

been rewritten to clarify obligations of 
the employer and worker, and to provide 
further guidance to affected stakeholders 
(e.g., optometrists and safety suppliers). 
References to CSA and ANSI standards 
have been updated to maintain 
consistency with other sections of Part 8 
of the OHS Regulation.

Part 21: Blasting Operations

www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/
occupational-health-safety/searchable-
ohs-regulation/ohs-regulation/part-21-
blasting-operations

Part 21 – Amendments throughout Part 
21 update definitions and wording to 
reflect new blasting technology, including 
electric igniters and to differentiate 

between electronic and electric 
detonators. Correspondingly, sections 
21.61 to 21.63 have been amended to 
clarify radio frequency precautions and 
circuit testing. Section 21.73 has been 
updated to clarify the handling of misfires 
in relation to these changes.

Guideline Updates
In addition to the amendments made to 
the OHS Regulations, OHS Guidelines 
were also updated to reflect the regulatory 
amendments in relation to their respective 
categories. Detailed updates can be found 
at www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/
occupational-health-safety/searchable-
ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines.

Continued on page 4...

Rate Group Forestry CUs Key Observations

DR 703003  Cable or Hi-Lead 
703004  Dry Land Sort 
703006  Ground Skidding or Log Loading 
703008  Integrated Forest Management 
703009  Log Booming or Marine Log Salvage 
703011  Log Processing 
703012  Logging Road Construction 
703013  Manual Tree Falling 
703014  Mechanized Tree Falling 
703015  Shake Block Cutting 
703019  Helicopter Logging

The rate group’s cost rate has 
dropped substantially, as have 
COR payments and the levy for 
BCFSC. Therefore the base rates are 
proposed to drop accordingly.

IS 714022  Sawmill
The cost rate remains flat to 2018 
and 2019. However COR payments 
have dropped substantially, and 
although funding of BCFSC Sawmill 
Safety Initiative adds a levy of 0.04, 
the base rate is proposed to drop 
over 9%. The classification of the 
industry remains under review and 
further industry engagement is 
sought prior to the final 2020 rates 
being finalized in the fall.

09 714019  Pellet Manufacture
The cost rate has remained flat. The 
base rate is proposed to increase due 
to the loss of the amortization credit.

18 732024  Log Towing 
732044  Log Hauling

Although the cost rate is down, rates 
are proposed to increase because 
Log Towing’s amortization credit 
is gone and Log Hauling continues 
towards its required rate.

CU Industry 2019 
Rate

2020 
Rate

Firms

703002 Brushing, Weeding, Tree 
Thinning, Spacing

6.53 5.35 156

703003 Cable or Hi-Lead Logging 7.40 5.97 52

703004 Dry Land Sort 7.58 6.63 40

703005 Forest Fire Fighting 6.19 5.19 46

703006 Ground Skidding, Horse 
Logging, Log Load

7.53 6.06 215

703008 Integrated Forest 
Management

7.70 6.48 1,022

703009 Log Booming or Marine 
Log Salvage

7.21 6.05 51

703011 Log Processing 7.38 6.21 220

703012 Logging Road 
Construction or 
Maintenance

7.61 6.28 271

703013 Manual Tree Falling and 
Bucking

7.07 5.94 928

703014 Mechanized Tree Falling 7.41 6.09 194

703015 Shake Block Cutting 7.18 6.15 29

703016 Tree Planting or Cone 
Picking

3.78 3.60 115

703019 Helicopter Logging 7.76 6.13 14

714019 Pellet or Pressed Board 
Manufacture

2.16 2.30 11

714022 Sawmill 3.78 3.44 163

732024 Log Towing 8.37 9.32 34

732044 Log Hauling 6.79 8.15* 1,286

www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-regulation/part-08-personal-protective-clothing-and-equipment
www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-regulation/part-21-blasting-operations
www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines
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When: Saturday, October 5, 2019 

Where: Vancouver Island Conference Centre,  
 101 Gordon Street, Nanaimo, BC

Time: Registration check-in opens: 7:30am 
 Conference: 8:30am - 4:00pm

Cost: Free (refreshments and lunch will be provided)

Attendees are encouraged to bring non-perishable food items for donation to the Loaves and Fishes food bank. 

SAFETY HEADGEAR

1. G8.11 (2) Activity specific safety 
headgear (editorial revision): 
Outlines alternate standards for 
safety headgear for specific types of 
activities and describes when they are 
applicable. www.worksafebc.com/
en/law-policy/occupational-health-
safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/
ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-
08#SectionNumber:G8.11_2

2. G8.11 (2)-1 Safety headgear standards 
(preliminary revision): Clarifies the 
requirements in the approved standards 
around the use of type 1 or type 2 safety 
headgear. www.worksafebc.com/
en/law-policy/occupational-health-
safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/
ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-
08#SectionNumber:G8.11_2-1

3. G8.11 (3) Protection from electrical 
hazards (editorial revision): If a 
worker may be exposed to an 

electrical hazard the safety headgear 
must have an appropriate non-
conductive rating. The guideline 
revision is updating the standards 
consequential to the regulatory 
amendments. www.worksafebc.com/
en/law-policy/occupational-health-
safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/
ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-
08#SectionNumber:G8.11_3

4. G8.11 (4) Chin straps (editorial revision): 
The expert advice to the regulation 
development process was industrial 
safety headgear should have a 
mandatory headgear retention criteria, 
to assist with keeping safety headgear 
in place during work, including the 
headgear remaining effectively in place 
during a fall. Hence, section 8.11 (4) was 
established. www.worksafebc.com/
en/law-policy/occupational-health-
safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/
ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-
08#SectionNumber:G8.11_4

BLASTING OPERATIONS

5. G21.3 Dangerous incident reports 
(editorial revision): Explains the 
requirement to report a blasting incident 
to WorkSafeBC. www.worksafebc.com/
en/law-policy/occupational-health-
safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/
ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-
21#SectionNumber:G21.3

6. G21.69 Blasting signals (preliminary 
revision): The guideline clarifies how to 
request acceptance of alternate warning 
procedures under sections 21.69 (2) and 
(3) of the Regulation and also provides 
alternate warning procedures that are 
considered acceptable to WorkSafeBC 
for oil and gas downhole explosives 
operations. www.worksafebc.com/
en/law-policy/occupational-health-
safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/
ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-
21#SectionNumber:G21.69 

Continued from page 3...

Succeeding in Today’s Evolving Work Environment

Join us for the 14th annual Vancouver Island 
Safety Conference (VISC) – our annual, forest 
industry-driven safety conference. This year’s 
conference, Succeeding in Today’s Evolving Work 
Environment, will cover pivotal topics on how we 
can address and actionably manage increasing 
concerns impacting the forest industry today.

Our keynote speakers are three leading industry 
experts who will present high-impact sessions 
focussing on the following topics: 

•	 Change Management – presented by Dr. Mark  
                 Devolder

•	 Drugs and Alcohol – presented by Dr. Ray Baker

•	 Mental Health – presented by Jennifer Sparks

Thanks to the generous sponsorships from 
industry, WorkSafeBC and other organizations, 
VISC is free to attend. As a reminder, we 
encourage you to pre-register.

For online registration, visit 
www.bcforestsafe.org/fscapps/reg.php?e=26

www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-08#SectionNumber:G8.11_2
www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-08#SectionNumber:G8.11_2-1
www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-08#SectionNumber:G8.11_3
www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-08#SectionNumber:G8.11_4
www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-21#SectionNumber:G21.3
www.worksafebc.com/en/law-policy/occupational-health-safety/searchable-ohs-regulation/ohs-guidelines/guidelines-part-21#SectionNumber:G21.69
www.bcforestsafe.org/fscapps/reg.php?e=26
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WSBC Accepted Harvesting Work-related Death Claims
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Work-Related Deaths & Injuries

This information represents the number of work-related deaths by year in BC, up until 
September, 2019

Update: There have been four direct harvesting fatalities 
in 2019, year to date

Recent work-related incidents reported 
to WorkSafeBC

The following sample of work-related incidents recently 
reported to WorkSafeBC may help you prevent similar incidents 
in your workplace.

On July 15, 2019, an equipment operator was driving to work in 
his employer’s pickup truck on Highway 97 near Falkland, BC. 
The vehicle failed to negotiate a curve, left the highway and the 
worker was fatally injured.

Our deepest condolences to the families, friends and 
colleagues of the deceased and our sympathies to all those 
affected by this event. 

HARVESTING
Injury Type: Abrasions to arms
Core Activity: Log hauling
Location: Vancouver Island/Coastal BC
Date of Incident: August 2019 
A driver of a loaded log transporter lost control 
of the vehicle on a highway, and it rolled onto its 
side. The load and the cab guard were torn off, 
and the driver escaped through the front window.

Injury Type: Injury to back
Core Activity: Integrated forest management
Location: Lower Mainland
Date of Incident: July 2019 
A worker on a yarding crew set a choker, then 
slipped and fell while exiting the bite. The worker 
was unable to move. Due to the steep terrain, a 
helicopter and search and rescue were called to 
evacuate the worker. The worker was taken to 
hospital by air ambulance.

Injury Type: Bruises, abrasions
Core Activity: Log hauling
Location: Lower Mainland
Date of Incident: July 2019 
A loaded log transporter was travelling at about 
25 kms per hour on a forest service road. The soft 
shoulder of the road gave away and the truck and 
trailer rolled over onto the driver’s side.

Injury Type: Multiple injuries
Core Activity: Log hauling
Location: Northern BC
Date of Incident: July 2019
A driver operating a loaded log transporter on a 
provincial highway experienced a medical event. 
As a result, the transporter left the highway and 
crashed. The driver was extricated and treated by 
first aid, then transported to hospital.

Injury Type: Multiple injuries to upper body
Core Activity: Manual tree falling and bucking/
Integrated forest management
Location: Vancouver Island/Coastal BC
Date of Incident: July 2019
A hand faller had just cleared to a safe location 
after falling a cedar tree (24 inches in diameter). 
The faller waited several seconds, then took a 
step forward, lost his balance, and fell about 42 
feet off a rock face, landing on the ground below. 
The injured faller was treated by first aid on site, 
walked out of the cut block, transported to the 
barge camp in a company vehicle, and then 
transported to hospital by helicopter.

Injury Type: Close call
Core Activity: Logging road construction or 
maintenance/Integrated forest management
Location: Vancouver Island/Coastal BC
Date of Incident: July 2019
An excavator was preparing a section of new 
logging road for blasting. A landslide (15 m wide 
by 130 m long) started and the excavator was 
carried downslope about 130 m, where it came to 
rest at the bottom of the hill. The operator was not 
injured and was able to exit the machine and walk 
out to a safe location.

Injury Type: Close call
Core Activity: Excavator operation / Integrated 
forest management
Location: Interior BC
Date of Incident: July 2019
An excavator on a construction site contacted 
a buried 12 kV main feed electrical line with its 
bucket.

Injury Type: Injuries to the head, bruising
Core Activity: Cable or hi-lead logging
Location: Vancouver Island/Coastal BC
Date of Incident: July 2019
A worker was operating and walking a grapple 
yarder down a 21% grade when the machine 
abruptly turned hard to the right, steering the 
machine over a steep bank (slope of 75%). The 
grapple yarder came to rest 60 feet below the 
road. The worker exited out the back door of the 
machine, climbed to the road, and was treated by 
first aid, then transported to hospital in a company 
vehicle.

Injury Type: Bruises, scrapes (1 worker)
Core Activity: Cable or hi-lead logging
Location: Lower Mainland
Date of Incident: June 2019
Two workers drove a company pickup truck 
after hours to an area about 20 kms north of a 
remote logging camp (accessible by water only). 
On the return drive to camp, the truck failed to 
negotiate a corner in the road and rolled onto 
the driver’s side. The driver was pinned between 
the cab of the truck and the road until extricated 
by responders. The worker was transported to 
hospital by helicopter.

MANUFACTURING
Injury Type: Close call
Core Activity: Wood pellet manufacture

Location: Northern BC
Date of Incident: August 2019 
A spark was generated in the burner unit of 
a belt-type dryer at a wood pellet facility. The 
fire suppression system was initiated and 
extinguished the fire within 7 minutes. The fire 
department attended and extinguished hot spots.

Injury Type: Lacerations to head and arms
Core Activity: Sawmill
Location: Lower Mainland
Date of Incident: August 2019
A worker was changing the band saw on a 9-foot-
tall head rig. As the band saw was raised out of 
the saw pit by an overhead monorail crane hoist, 
the saw detached from the hoist and fell to the 
ground, striking the worker.

Injury Type: Crush injuries to arm
Core Activity: Sawmill
Location: Interior BC
Date of Incident: August 2019
As a worker was clearing a board from a planer, 
the worker’s arm was drawn into the planer 
outfeed rolls.

Injury Type: Suspected concussion
Core Activity: Sawmill
Location: Lower Mainland
Date of Incident: August 2019
A worker on a sawmill cleanup crew, working in 
a restricted area, fell about 6 feet through a floor 
opening and landed on the conveyor belt below.

Injury Type: Close call
Core Activity: Sawmill
Location: Northern BC
Date of Incident: July 2019
At a sawmill, a fire started in an outdoor planer 
shavings truck bin. The fire then spread to two 
other truck bins. Workers from the sawmill and the 
local volunteer fire department responded and 
the fire was extinguished.

Injury Type: Lacerated fingers
Core Activity: Shake or shingle mill
Location: Vancouver Island/Coastal BC
Date of Incident: July 2019
A young worker was operating a clipper saw, 
trimming shingles. The worker was cutting a “fit” 
shingle, which required the worker to reach over 
the running saw blade to support the shingle. The 
worker’s hand contacted the running saw blade. 
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SAFE Companies

The University of British Columbia (UBC) 
recently provided an update to a study 
they conducted in 2015 on whether COR 
Certification is associated with lower injury 
rates. 

In the study, UBC used a control group 
of non-COR certified firms and compared 
“matched” COR certified firms similar in 
size, industry sub-sector and classification 
unit base rate to evaluate the differences 
between:

•	 non-COR and “matched” COR firms 
before COR certification date, and

•	 non-COR and “matched” COR firms  
after COR certification date. 

The results indicated that across all 
industry sectors there was an average 12% 
decrease for COR certified companies 
compared to their “matched” non-COR 
firms in short term disability (STD), long-
term disability (LTD) and fatality rate 
between 2003 and 2016. 

In forestry, there was a 24% decrease 
in those measurements for the same 
timeframe. For Serious Injuries* in forestry, 
the results were even better. Across all 
industry sectors, COR firms had an 11% 
reduction in Serious Injury rates. In forestry, 
there was a 24% reduction in Serious Injury 
rates for COR holders.

The study also evaluated the impact on 
injury rates with longer term firms certified 
in the COR program. The study found that 
injury rates for COR certified companies 
continued to drop over time the longer they 
were certified in the program. In forestry, 
COR and SAFE certificate holder’s STD, LTD 
and fatality rates reduced by 30% in 2009-

2012 and 27% in 2013-2016, and 
Serious Injury rates reduced by 25% 
and 40% for the same time periods.

BCFSC’s tagline Safety is Good 
Business is clearly supported by the 
outcomes of this study. These results 
are proof positive that industry’s 
mission to enhance the health and 
safety of forestry workers in BC 
remains an overriding priority. But 
there’s even more good news … 
WorkSafeBC recently released the 
preliminary rates for 2020, and 14 
out of 15 harvesting Classification 
Units are expecting an average base 
rate reduction of 16% for 2020. This 
translates to more than $10 million 
dollars in reduced premiums — 
money that forestry companies and 
contractors will be able to reinvest 
into their businesses. 

The strength of the SAFE Companies 
program comes from the tremendous 
support and direction BCFSC gets 
from industry to ensure that we are 
doing work to make workplaces 
safer. We realize industry is going 
through some significant economic 
challenges at this time, so, as always, 
please reach out to us if there’s 
anything we can do to help you with 
your SAFE Companies programs and 
certification. 

For more information on the study, 
please see:  
www.bcforestsafe.org/node/3390 

*What are Serious Injuries?
For this study, Serious Injuries were 
considered short-term (at least 
one day of time loss) or long-term 
disability claims with at least one of: 

•	 serious medical diagnosis, 
•	 potentially serious medical

COR and SAFE Companies Certifications 
lead to lower work injury rates!
By Cherie Whelan 
Director, SAFE Companies

www.bcforestsafe.org/node/3390
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Conducting a first aid risk assessment 
will ensure your workplace is prepared 
for all likely emergencies and the types of 
first aid treatment that may be needed. It 
is essential to know the exact hazards in 
order to be prepared to help reduce the 
severity of any events. A company must do 
a first aid risk assessment each time:

1. There is a new site

2. There was a significant change on site, or 

3. It has been 12 months since the last risk 
assessment (Reg 3.16).

Part of that process is looking up the 
baseline hazard rating assignment. Until 
recently, there was a published table 
at www.worksafebc.com that listed 
occupations and their ratings (High, 
Moderate or Low). Some occupations were 
listed with generic titles like surveying but 
the list did not include field work services, 
leaving a company less than confident 
about which rating assignment to select. 
WorkSafeBC has now assigned a baseline 
hazard rating to each Classification Unit 

(CU). Harvesting activities are all rated as 
High, as they were before, while silviculture 
is rated Moderate as a baseline.

These rating assignments are only baseline 
categories. An entire company may be 
in a CU for Forest Fire Fighting but the 
five office-based accountants would not 
typically need to have the same first aid 
supplies, equipment and services as the 
in-field fire crews. This makes doing the 
first aid risk assessment quite important 
to determine if they are Low or Moderate 
risk. The threshold for going from Low to 
Moderate is a small step. Electronic map 
making without printing is Low, but moving 
up to printing physical maps makes it 
Moderate. Ranching is High while having 
an apiary (raising bees) is Low. However, if 
many workers had developed critical bee 
allergies, the baseline rating might not 
be appropriate. Ranching water buffalos 
and ranching chinchillas have the same 
baseline but probably have very different 
actual risks. Continuing to set your field 
crews up as High risk and more than 20 

minutes from a hospital is the highest level 
of planning, so is a good default for both 
forestry and mill work.

The WorkSafeBC table that previously 
listed all the risk ratings has been removed 
from the website. Companies are now 
required to look up their individual CUs and 
read the full description from the PDF link. 
The information referring to ‘Hazard Rating 
Assignment’ will outline the rating as High, 
Moderate or Low. 

To make it easier to find your risk rating, 
the BCFSC has listed the common forestry-
related CUs with some comparison 
activities and their ratings. 

Visit the link below to learn more.
www.bcforestsafe.org/files/files/ref_
xWorkSafeBCHazardRatingForFirstAid 
Assessment.pdf 

 The next time you go to renew your ICBC insurance for 
your personal, family or work vehicles, you will find some 
changes. Instead of being based mostly on the vehicle, 
the insurance rates will be mostly based on the driver plus 
the usual location charge and whether it is for business or 
pleasure. Having autonomous emergency braking will also 
earn a discount for the first time. This feature has only been 
available from vehicle manufacturers for a couple of years, 
mostly on cars, although some high-trim level trucks and 
SUVs may have it as well.

The benefit to drivers is that good drivers will pay less and 
drivers with more crashes and infractions will pay more. 
About 20% of crashes were caused by drivers not listed on 
the vehicle owner’s insurance policy, according to ICBC. 
Those driver’s rates did not go up after a crash, so the other 
80% of people had to pay more.

The administrative down-side is that when you go to renew, 
your insurance agent will need information about who is 
going to drive your vehicle for the next year. This will usually 
include their names and driver’s license numbers. This 
applies to anyone who drives your vehicle regularly, such as 
household members, employees, or friends and family who 

use your vehicle more than 12 times in a year. If an unlisted 
driver causes a crash using your vehicle, you could face a 
one-time financial consequence.

There may be financial benefits to restricting certain high 
rate drivers to only some vehicles in your fleet or to generally 
prohibit them from driving any company vehicles for the 
insurance year. When they have more years of proven safe 
driving in their own vehicles to generate a good rating or heal 
a poor one, you could reconsider. Sending your drivers to 
advanced driving and/or resource road driving courses may 
help make them better drivers and reduce their crash risk, 
but it doesn’t help their insurance rating directly.

The extra information needed for insurance renewal will 
definitely result in a longer time with your agent. Not 
having the information with you will mean you aren’t able 
to complete the transaction. Contact your broker before 
renewal to find out exactly what information is needed in your 
particular circumstances. The bigger your operation is, the 
more this becomes essential.

For more information and to access the interactive tool for 
predicting your Basic insurance rate, see ICBC’s website at: 
https://change.icbcbusiness.com 

ICBC Insurance has changed

First Aid Risk Assessments
By Martin Ridgway,  
Supervisor, SAFE Companies Quality Assurance

https://change.icbcbusiness.com
www.worksafebc.com
www.bcforestsafe.org/files/files/ref_xWorkSafeBCHazardRatingForFirstAidAssessment.pdf
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SAFE Companies

Site Verifications, or as we call them, 
Site Visits (SV’s), are a proactive injury-
prevention process where BC Forest Safety 
Council (BCFSC) Safety Advisors come out 
and meet you, boots on the ground and 
face-to-face at your work site to help you 
identify hazards and help prevent unsafe 
working conditions from developing. 

Over the course of a year – our goal is to 
perform 350 Site Visits which can take 1-6 
hours, depending on your company size 
and where your worksite is located. We are 
always mindful of your time and schedule 
and try to keep production in mind.

During the SV we can supply you with 
safety resource packages, current industry 
safety information and updated forms that 
are specific to your operation. We would 
also do some paperwork review, observe 
your equipment and have a chat with some 
of the workers as well.

Buff Group of Companies

We had a Site Visit conducted by Jerry 
Kirouac on June 26, 2019. This Site 
Visit went very well in my opinion. Mr. 
Kirouac was a breath of fresh air in 
the challenging task of making safety 
work in a realistic and effective way. 
I personally believe this is due to Mr. 
Kirouac’s history in an ownership role 
in a large scale forestry, roadbuilding 
and transportation company.

Mr. Kirouac treated our office staff, site 
supervisor and all others involved with 
professionalism, kindness and “non 
high-horse” recommendations. This 
was a great way to spend the day for 
our people.

Our family has owned businesses 
concurrently involved in forestry, 
wood products, transportation and 
commercial agriculture since 1947, so I 
am safe to say this guy is a pleasure to 
work with.

Regards, 
Erik W. Buff

G Tress Contracting Ltd.

We had a Site Visit and paper audit 
done by Jerry Kirouac (BCFSC Regional 
Safety Advisor). Working with Jerry, I 
found him to be professional, helpful 
and informative. By doing a Site 
Visit, this helped the crew with third 
party insight into safety and how it’s 
implemented from other parts of British 
Columbia.

Safety meetings often become stagnant 
and stale, but by having Jerry come and 
interact with the crew, it helped bring a 
new perspective of safety. 

Future visits from Jerry would be 
welcomed and appreciated.

Glen Tress

R. Spence Contracting Ltd.

It’s my pleasure to say that it’s wonderful 
of you to come to our work site to visit 
us. We always look forward to seeing 
you and hearing about what’s new in 
the safety world of BCFSC. I find you 
very knowledgeable, easy to talk to and 
understanding in making our operation a 
safer place to work at. 

Thank-you so much for coming out to our 
bush. 

Yours truly, 
Randy Spence

Bedard Logging

Working with someone who is 
knowledgeable and aware of the safety 
program and the changes is very important. 
Jerry supplied us with updated forms and 
information that were a big help to our 
safety program. To me, Jerry’s site visits are 
important and welcomed. 

Garth Bedard

SV’s are a great opportunity for Company 
owners to ask questions relating to 
their specific safety program, industry 
performance and benchmarks. If we don’t 
have the answer for you, we have access 
to amazing resources and support from 
BCFSC Staff.

Some folks get nervous when they first get 
a call or email to schedule a visit. Some 
think we are WorkSafeBC coming to do 
an inspection. Some folks think we are 
just going to focus on what they may be 
doing wrong. I have had Contractors tell 
me, “I didn’t sleep at all last night” followed 
by “Can you come back next year!” As a 
former Contractor myself, I can relate. We 
are Safety Advocates and we are here to 
help you, first and foremost. Our goal is to 
give you dedicated support and a positive 
experience. 

There are several ways we can interact with 
you and your team on site. For example, 

some 
Contractors 
invite us to 
attend their 
tailgate 
meetings and 
some feel a 
brief one-on-
one talk with 
an operator is beneficial. We can adapt 
the SV to accommodate your needs to 
ensure information is relayed to your team 
effectively and efficiently. See for yourself 
the positive impact our SV’s have had by 
reading some of the great feedback we 
have received in the Site Visit Testimonials 
below. Just like you, our goal is to have 
everyone go home safely at the end of the 
day. 

Safety is good business. See you in the 
bush soon!

Jerry 

Site Verifications
By Jerry A. Kirouac, 
BCFSC Regional Safety Advisor

Site Visit Testimonials
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Training

On March 14, 2019, WorkSafeBC and the BC Forest Safety Council (BCFSC) co-sponsored 
a workshop on winch assist logging at the UBC Research Forest in Maple Ridge, BC. The 
workshop provided the latest information on the safe operation of winch assist logging 
equipment. Trainers from Canada, New Zealand and the United States shared their 
industry experiences with classroom presentations and also provided training with in-the-
field sessions focussing on:

•	 Wire rope use, inspection and maintenance

•	 Best operational practices for safe and productive steep slope and winch assist logging

•	 Results from the latest research and technology advancements

The BC Forest Safety Council captured these presentations on video and has posted them 
on our YouTube channel. Check out some of the excellent speakers from this event by 
visiting our YouTube channel www.youtube.com/user/BCForestSafety, by clicking on the 
hyperlinks below or by scanning your smart phone camera over the QR Codes. 

Winch Assist* Workshop Videos
In the following two videos, Jim Hunt from FPInnovations provides an overview of FPI’s 
Steep Slope Initiative. In the first video Jim explains the results of a trial that compared 
tensions measured at the buncher to anchor tensions. In the second video, Jim introduces 
some of the best management practices that they have developed and are available 
through their website.

Winch Assist or Cable 
Assist Logging*

Winch assist refers to the practice of 
attaching a cable or cables to a forestry 
machine to increase its operability on steep 
slopes. 

The cable’s tension increases the 
machine’s traction in order to prevent 
slippage and, to a lesser extent, increases 
the machine’s stability on slopes. The 
increase in traction allows the machine 
to work on steeper slopes while reducing 
ground and soil disturbance.

Winch-assist systems are relatively new to 
North America and are used to increase 
the operating range of ground-based 
equipment. They reduce the need for hand 
fallers and cable yarding crews, some of 
the most high risk jobs in forestry.

Benefits to using winch assist include:

•	 Reduced risk of incidents associated with 
hand fallers and yarding crews

•	 Increased harvesting productivity

•	 Reduced overall costs

•	 Reduced site disturbance 

In the following video, Les Bak shares 
Nelson Forests Ltd.’s experiences 
implementing winch assist logging in 
New Zealand. Les describes how Nelson 
Forests started with winch assist systems 
in the early 2000s, and what they 
learned regarding safety procedures, 
planning, machine capability, and operator 
competency.

In the following video, cable logging 
specialist, Brian Tuor describes wire rope 
maintenance and inspection. While not 
specifically targeted to winch assisted 
logging, Brian provides a thorough 
overview of wire rope, including type 
and makeup, inspecting for damage, 
maintenance, and strength testing of 
splices.

Jim Hunt (FPInnovations) Video 1:

https://youtu.be/BX8ojXlRYmM

Les Bak (Nelson Forests Ltd.) Video:

https://youtu.be/dD2mnfBPycw

Jim Hunt (FPInnovations) Video 2:

https://youtu.be/pjwOTmgNyUo

Brian Tuor (Cable Logging Specialist) Video:

https://youtu.be/BX2Iv3CmNJk

Winch Assist Workshop

www.youtube.com/user/BCForestSafety
https://youtu.be/BX8ojXlRYmM
https://youtu.be/pjwOTmgNyUo
https://youtu.be/dD2mnfBPycw
https://youtu.be/BX2Iv3CmNJk
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Training

Driving a vehicle safely is part of an 
ongoing commitment to good safety culture 
both in, and outside the workplace.

When looking at driving speeds, it is 
important to understand that you need to 
adjust your speed relative to the driving 
conditions. Adjusting your speed to adapt 
to the current road conditions enables 
you to drive in almost all types of weather 
conditions throughout Canada.

Your focus while driving is very important. 
Distractions such as cell phones, being 
tired, the pressure of production schedules 
and stress all affect your ability to be fully 
aware of your surroundings and effectively 
assess the correct speed for the current 
conditions.

Knowing that you may experience 
hydroplaning in wet weather, slip on icy 
roads or get stuck in deep snow allows 
you to think about what adjustments you 
may need to make. Vehicle weight and 
tires also play a big part in deciding what 
adjustments to make. Knowing what your 
tires are made for and that your vehicle 
weight impacts how much traction the 
vehicle has, is critical for making these 
decisions.

In summer conditions, driving at the posted 
speed limit is usually quite easy. Some 
weather conditions may require you to slow 
down such as heavy rainfall, high winds 
or fog. Rain will also affect your stopping 
distance, and therefore, a greater following 
distance to the vehicle in front of you is 
highly recommended.

Once winter arrives, there are more 
adverse conditions that can affect your 
traction and require you to slow down. 
Snow-covered roads will have slippery 
sections and you’ll need to adjust your 
driving speed and slow down for those 

sections. A winter tire (unlike 3-season 
tires) is designed so that the snow collects 
in the grooves (sipes) and sticks to the 
snow it is rolling over (like building a 
snowman) - giving it grip. The rubber part of 
the tire is made to connect with the harder 
surfaces - either ice or cold pavement. Plan 
ahead by getting winter tires installed on 
or before the BC Ministry of Transportation 
and Infrastructure’s deadline of October 1st. 

So in the interest of self-preservation and 
perhaps avoiding a visit to your local repair 
shop - it’s important to be self-aware and 
consider your speed based on what type of 
road you’re on and the weather conditions 
that you’re driving in. In the end, the goal is 
to keep it between the lines and keep the 
shiny side up. 

Additional resources on Winter Safety: 
www.bcforestsafe.org/node/1480

Additional resources on Resource Road 
Light Truck Drivers Training:  
www.bcforestsafe.org/node/2541 

Falling Supervisor Training
October 21  Vernon
November 18 Nanaimo

Incident Investigation Training
October 8  Prince George
November 15  Vernon
December 4 Nanaimo

Forest Supervisor Training
Module 1: Due Diligence – 2 days
October 24  Prince George
November 13  Vernon
December 5 Nanaimo

Module 2: Communications – 1 day
October 10  Langley
October 17  Campbell River
October 17  Castlegar
October 24  Kamloops
November 28 Vernon
December 12 Nanaimo
December 12 Prince George

Module 3: Leadership & Professionalism – 1 day
October 11  Langley
October 18  Campbell River
October 18  Castlegar
October 25  Kamloops
November 29 Vernon

December 13 Nanaimo
December 13 Prince George

Internal Auditor BASE Workshop
October 3  Nanaimo

Individual Owner Operator OHS and 
Refresher Training
October 26  Teleconference
November 30  Teleconference
December 14 Teleconference

Joint Health and Safety Committee Training
October 7  Prince George
October 9  Langley
November 1  Kamloops
November 18 Campbell River

Small Employer OHS and Refresher Training
October 17  Prince George
November 14  Nanaimo
December 12 Kamloops

If you would like to see how a training 
course can meet your organization’s needs, 
please let us know. We are committed to 
working with you to find the right training 
solution. We may be able to tailor a program 
to your specific needs and deliver it in a way 
that is most convenient for your operations.

View the 2019 training calendar here: www.bcforestsafe.org/fscapps/calendar/calendar.php. Please check back often as course dates may 
change if there is insufficient participant enrollment. All training is offered on a not for profit, cost-recovery basis. Email training@bcforestsafe.org 
or call toll-free 1-877-741-1060 for general information, or email Gary Banys at banys@bcforestsafe.org to answer any questions you might have 
about course content and/or about tailoring courses to meet your company’s needs at a location of your choice. 

Upcoming training

Scheduled training for the 
next few months: 
(does not include tailored sessions)

Adjust your vehicle speed 
relative to driving conditions
Submitted by  
Overlanding BC - Resource Road Light Truck Driver Trainers

www.bcforestsafe.org/node/1480
www.bcforestsafe.org/node/2541
www.bcforestsafe.org/fscapps/calendar/calendar.php
mailto: training@bcforestsafe.org
mailto: banys@bcforestsafe.org
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Transportation
Okanagan College obtains funding to train 
sixteen Professional Log Truck Drivers

2018 Log Hauling Injury Rate Lowest on Record

Okanagan College, working with the 
BCFSC, Weyerhaeuser, Gorman Bros., 
Interfor, Tolko and the Interior Logging 
Association, have obtained funding through 
Project-Based Labour Market Training to 
train sixteen Professional Log Truck Drivers.

Students take part in 10 weeks of theory 
and classroom training, followed by 6 
weeks of hands-on practical log truck 
driver training under the direct mentorship 
of an experienced Professional Log Truck 
Driver. The training program will be based 
on the Professional Log Truck Driver 
Program as developed by the Log Truck 
Technical Advisory Committee (LTTAC) and 
supported by the Trucking and Harvesting 
Advisory Group (TAG). Students will be 
assessed by 3rd party assessors who are 
administered through the BCFSC. The 
program will consist of 2 groups of students 
with the classroom portion of the course 
being delivered to 8 students at the Oliver 
Campus and 8 students at the Salmon Arm 
campus.

Log hauling contractors from Princeton, 
Adams Lake, Canoe and Revelstoke 
have been engaged to support both the 
mentoring and work experience portions 

During a period where the BC forest 
industry is experiencing some uncertainty, 
distractions can make it challenging to 
continue to focus on safety. However, 
achieving the lowest injury rate on record 
over the last 20 years is some very positive 
news for the log hauling sector, and re-
enforcement that Safety is Good Business.  
Even more significant is the progress made 
by industry during the last 5 years where the 
injury rate for log hauling has decreased by 
over 20% from 6.1% in 2014 to 4.8% in 2018.

Acknowledging the efforts by those 
directly responsible for achieving this 
result is paramount to continued success. 
Professional log truck drivers are highly 
skilled men and women that are continually 
required to control hazards in their day 
to day operation of a log truck. With 
challenging conditions that can change 
throughout the day, vigilance is the key to 
reducing incidents.

Industry’s commitment to improve log 
hauling safety performance through the 
working groups including the TAG and 
the LTTAC will continue. The work by 
member participants has been a key factor 
in developing and leading initiatives that 
improve log hauling safety performance.

In celebrating the success of the industry 
in reducing injuries and fatalities, we need 
to continue our vigilance as we welcome 
new drivers to the sector. Focusing on log 
hauling safety and ensuring that those highly 
experienced vigilant Professional Drivers 
who are retiring or leaving the industry are 
replaced with competent well trained drivers 
will be a significant undertaking. 

of the program. Mentors play a key role 
in the training and ongoing development 
of new drivers. There is no substitute for 
the knowledge and skills already learned 
by experienced drivers and the success 
of the Professional Log Truck Driver 
Program relies on participation by those 
experienced in the industry to mentor 
new drivers. Mentors have a minimum of 
10 years current log hauling experience in 
British Columbia and have the following 
attributes, skills and knowledge:

•	 Professionalism in all aspects of log 
hauling

•	 Effective communication skills

•	 Ability to recognize, evaluate and control 
hazards

•	 Critical thinking 

•	 Willingness to work with students over a 
period of 4-6 weeks to develop the skills 
required of a Professional Log Truck 
driver 

The program is followed by a 10-week work 
experience program component in the 
Shuswap and Okanagan regions. As part of 
the program, work experience placements 
are required throughout the Columbia-

Shuswap, North 
and South 
Okanagan 
regions. Although 
placement of 
students with 
contractors 
wishing to 
hire new drivers is preferred, this is not 
a requirement. Wages and WorkSafeBC 
coverage for the students are the 
responsibility of Okanagan College and 
are not the responsibility of the work 
experience host. 

Although there has already been response 
from industry, Okanagan College will 
begin active recruitment of participants 
September 30, 2019. Questions regarding 
participants can be directed to Patty Bruce 
at PBruce@okanagan.bc.ca. 

If you are interested in becoming a mentor 
please contact Trish Kohorst, Transportation 
Safety Program Manager at tkohorst@
bcforestsafe.org. 

If you are interested in becoming a work 
experience sponsor, please contact Mary 
Kline at (250) 837-4235 ext 6503 or 
mekline@okanagan.bc.ca. 

Classification Unit 732044 Log Hauling
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Transportation

Contractor Innovation in Load 
Securement Safety 
Lloyd Inwood, owner of Inwood Trucking, 

is always looking at ways to improve the 
safety of his fleet and make driver’s jobs 
easier. Inwood noted that near misses and 
incidents were high on the list of reported 
cases while drivers were cinching loads. 
Across industry, other drivers also report 
similar incidents including hands slipping 
off the cinch handle sometimes resulting 
in injuries to the face, as well as strains to 
the back, shoulder and neck from pulling 
cinches. 

Concerned about the future safety of the 
drivers, Inwood began to develop a new 
cinch. After several adjustments, his final 
design is now benefiting a few companies 
that have started using the Inwood Cinch.

The cinch features:

•	 Longer, offset, forged handle for more 
leverage when closing.

•	 Slightly angled handle will not snap 
closed on the hand (straight handles can 
do that).

•	 When the cinch is open, geometry allows 
handle to stand upright when attaching 
to the chain on a log bundle wrapper.

•	 1” round ball on the end of handle stops 
hands and wet gloves from slipping off. 

•	 Forged-in chain hook for easy, positive 
locking of the handle (traditional method 
is to wrap the chain around the handle or 
use a separate wire restraint).

Several contractors have piloted the cinch 
with positive feedback. Justin Blackwell, an 
Independent Owner/Operator, piloted one 
cinch for a week and immediately replaced 
all his cinches with the Inwood Cinch. Marty 
Hiemstra, Business Manager of Lo-Bar Log 
Transport Co Ltd., indicated that Lo-Bar 
intends to continue to use this product 
based on the feedback from Russ Groves, 
one of Lo-Bars drivers who piloted the 
cinch in their operations and believes the 
product “should be only one we ever use”. 
Groves provided a detailed description of 
his experience with the new product:

•	 Both the length of the handle and 
the bend in the handle provide more 
leverage in pulling. This means less 
strain on the driver.

•	 The ball on the end means the cinch is 
less likely to slip from the drivers hand 
and therefore is less likely to cause 
injury.

•	 There is a built in chain hook which 
allow excess chain to easily be wrapped 
around the cinch when in use and 
secured on the hook. This makes it 
virtually impossible for the cinch to come 
undone.

•	 They are more visible to the driver, 
especially on the rear with wide bunks 
due to both the hi-vis green color and the 
bend in the handle. A visible cinch means 
the driver can see if it is becoming loose 
which ultimately means they can make 
their load safer by keeping them tight.

Lloyd has partnered with Prolenc 
Manufacturing to make the Inwood Cinch 
available to others in the industry. Now 
available through several retailers including 
trucking manufacturers and equipment 
retailers, this is one great example of 
how innovations by local BC log hauling 
contractors have created solutions that 
improve safety in daily operations. 
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HeadsUpGuys – A Comprehensive Resource 
Supporting Men Facing Depression

Register for a Free Road Safety 
Workshop in Prince George, BC

By age 40, about 50% of the population 
will have or have already dealt with mental 
illness. There are many misconceptions 
about mental health that make it difficult 
for men, in particular, to talk to others and 
take charge of their health. It’s not a sign of 
weakness, it’s a fact. Men get depressed.

Depression affects millions of men every 
year and is the leading cause of disability 
worldwide. HeadsUpGuys is a Canada-
wide initiative to develop resources, 
services and programs to improve the 
mental health and well-being of men.

The HeadsUpGuys website provides 
information, tips and advice to support  
men in their fight against depression. The 
goal is to become the first resource men 
look to when facing depression and the 
first resource friends and family members 
look to when concerned about a man they 
care about. To learn more, visit 
www.headsupguys.org. 

You are invited to attend a complimentary, 4 hour workshop to improve the 
safety of your employees who drive for work

Workshop: Introducing Road Safety Tools and Resources for your Workplace

Date: Wednesday, October 9, 2019

Time:  8:30am – 12:30pm

Location:  Pomeroy Inn & Suites 
 2700 Recplace Drive, Prince George, BC

This RoadSafeBC workshop will 
feature interactive sessions to help 
participants begin or improve an 
occupational road safety program 
suited to their workplace. Participants 
will learn about the human and 
financial costs of workplace crashes, a 
process to identify hazards and assess 
risks and how to develop strategies 
and use the tools and resources 

from Road Safety At Work to address 
the unique road safety needs facing their 
organizations.

This workshop has been developed for 
owners, managers, supervisors, health 
and safety practitioners, joint occupational 
health and safety committee members 
and others who have responsibility for 
making decisions and developing programs 
to keep employees safe on BC roads. 

Interested participants are encouraged 
to send one or two representatives from 
their organization. 

For more information or to register, visit 
www.roadsafetyatwork.ca and click 
on Workshops and Webinars or contact 
Angelina Robinson via email at angelina.
robinson@roadsafetyatwork.ca or by 
phone at 604-770-2500. Seating is 
limited, so reserve your spot now. 

www.headsupguys.org
www.roadsafetyatwork.ca
mailto: angelina.robinson@roadsafetyatwork.ca
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Falling

In January 2019, the Falling Technical 
Advisory Committee (FTAC), supported 
by the BC Forest Safety Council (BCFSC) 
mailed surveys to approximately 2,500 
certified fallers. A total of 246, 10%, were 
returned which is an average return rate. 
Similar to the 2015 survey, questions 
focused on all aspects of falling including 
supervision, planning, training, regulations, 
qualified assistance and the faller standard.

At the June 2019 FTAC meeting a sub-
committee was established to review the 
results of the survey and bring forward the 
key issues identified by industry. These 
issues will be presented at the September 
FTAC meeting, with the outcomes shaping 
FTAC’s priority workplan items for 2020. 

FTAC would like to thank all of the fallers 
and falling supervisors that took the time to 
complete the survey and for sharing their 

opinions and comments. A summary of the 
survey will be completed and mailed to all 
certified fallers by the end of the year.  
A copy of the survey will also be available 
on the BCFSC website. 

Updates on FTAC’s workplan items and 
other initiatives will be shared in future 
editions of Forest Safety News. If you  
have any questions or comments about  
the survey, please email  
FTAC@bcforestsafe.org. 

Falling supervisors are always reaching out with comments 
about how much paperwork they are required to complete on 
any given day. One of their main responsibilities is creating 
and maintaining site specific block plans. On right of ways or in 
blocks where mechanized falling has occurred and fallers are 
brought in after to fall inaccessible timber, supervisors often 
comment that it takes them longer to create an acceptable 
block plan then it does to do the actual falling. To address this 
challenge, Scott Rushton, BCFSC’s Lead Falling Safety Advisor, 
created a condensed version of a general block plan that 
includes all of the required information needed to safely run a 
falling project in a 6-page document that includes:

•	 Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

•	 First Aid Site Assessment

•	 Initial Safety Meeting

•	 Site Hazard Assessment with Corrective Action Log

•	 Hand Falling Safe Work Procedures

•	 Changes to Workplace Plan / Block Log

•	 Visitor Sign In 

In 2019, field testing of the condensed block plan was carried 
out with a number of different falling companies. “Field testing 
of the draft condensed block plan provided us with the 
opportunity to gain valuable feedback from falling companies 
and supervisors to ensure the document covered all aspects 
required for productive, safe, and efficient operations”, said 
Scott Rushton. “The draft document will now be presented 
to the Falling Technical Advisory Committee (FTAC) at the 
September meeting, where we will be looking for additional 
feedback from the Committee”. After FTAC has completed its 
review, BCFSC will look at including it in the Falling Supervisor 
course and making it available on BCFSC’s website. If you have 
any questions or would like to discuss the condensed block 
plan, please contact Scott at 250-735-2850 or by email at 
srushton@bcforestsafe.org. 

As a BC Forest Safety certified faller, an annual faller card 
is typically sent to you each year prior to your individual 
certification expiry date. All of that will change starting 
January 2020.

Through request and engagement with industry, the BC 
Forest Safety Falling Department will apply 3-year expiry 
dates to all cards. By issuing one card that expires every 
3 years, administrative requirements on contractors and 
employers to ensure they have copies of current cards 
every year greatly diminishes. 

Misplaced, lost or stolen cards will continue to be 
replaced upon request to BC Forest Safety at no 
additional cost. Requests for card replacement can  
be sent to Faller@bcforestsafe.org or by calling  
1-877-741-1060. 

FTAC Faller Survey

Supervisor PaperworkAnnual Card Renewal 
Changing to Three 
Year Renewal

mailto: Faller@bcforestsafe.org
mailto: srushton@bcforestsafe.org
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Staying Limber with Rolling; Is Worth the Pain?
By Dr. Delia Roberts

Muscle and joint pain is inevitable and 
universal. Whether you are 18 or 80, work 
at a desk, in a truck or machine, or spend 
your days carrying a saw, shovel or hiking 
through the woods, those aches and pains 
are sure to catch up with you sometime. 
And while it’s impossible to diagnose the 
cause of the pain without a great deal more 
information, the technique known as rolling 
or myofascial release can help relax tension 
in the tissues and relieve pain. Here’s how 
it works, and how to use this simple and 
inexpensive method to keep you moving, 
day in and day out.

The Tissues Involved; 
Muscle, Nerve, Fascia and 
Others

Muscle is the tissue that actively shortens 
to cause movement. It can also contract 
under load to resist gravity pulling a 
weight downward, like when you walk 
down hill or lower a heavy object to the 
ground. Sometimes, if the load is greater 
than what you are used to, (heavier, faster 
movement, longer duration or even in an 
unusual direction), small tears occur in 
the structure of the contracting fibers. In 
addition, when muscle gets tired, waste 
products accumulate and in both these 
situations the chemical signals cause local 
shortening. Whatever the reason, irritated 
muscle will contract in a protective reflex 
and this can cause mini-cramps that can be 
quite painful. These areas have come to be 
known as “trigger points”.

The pain isn’t always directly over the 
trigger point, sometimes the contracting 
muscle puts pressure on a nerve making 
the pain radiate and feel like its coming 
from an area that can be quite far away 
from the source. 

Besides muscle and nerve, pain can arise 
from other tissues. The shortened muscle 
can change the way load is distributed 
across tendons and into the joint, irritating 
other structures. Additionally, the fascia that 
surrounds muscle and tendon is lubricated 

by fluid that changes with dehydration 
and the altered chemical composition in 
muscle tissue with temperature, fatigue 
and the build up of waste products. When 
this happens pressures and the lubricating 
quality of the liquid change, causing painful 
“adhesions” between the muscle and 
fascia. Muscle can also have tiny direct 
connections with the surrounding fascia, 
so when the muscle shortens it can tug on 
the fascia and increase the stiffness of this 
tissue.

Releasing Trigger Points

 To date, research into the effectiveness of 
injections, dry needling and pressure (from 
rolling, balls, other tools or by hand) hasn’t 
shown that any one method is better than 
another. What it does show though, is that 
manual pressure of any type for around 30 
– 60 seconds, applied several times during 
a warm up, can reduce pain and improve 
range of motion, and sometimes will 
improve work performance. The amount 
of pressure exerted doesn’t have to be 
really painful to be effective either, and the 
effects seem to last for about 30 minutes. 

It’s also interesting that there are a number 
of studies that show that rolling one area 
on one leg can reduce pain sensitivity and 
improve range of motion in other areas 
of the same leg, and even in the opposite 
leg. This finding suggests that at least part 
of the positive effects of rolling are due 
to central nerve action, as opposed to 
increased blood flow, relaxing of a muscle 
spasm, changing the characteristics of the 
lubricating fluid or the actual breaking up of 
adhesions in the treated area.

Staying Pain Free

Now that we understand more about how 
rolling works, you can put it to use to help 
deal with muscle and joint pain, or even just 
fatigue and stiffness. Choose your device 
based on price, convenience and how it 
fits your body. For example, for only a few 
dollars you can purchase a lacrosse ball. If 

that’s too hard, try a tennis ball, if that’s too 
small try a baseball. Spiky massage balls are 
also inexpensive and come in a variety of 
sizes and range from firm to soft. For those 
hard to reach spots in your upper back, put 
your ball or a couple of balls, in an old knee 
sock and toss it over your shoulder. Balls 
have the added convenience in that you 
don’t have to get down on the ground as 
you do with a foam roller. They work great 
against a high seat back, or under your butt 
or leg while seated.

Roll the areas that feel tired, tight or are 
painful, keeping in mind that you can back 
off if it hurts too much. Work each area for 
up to a minute a couple of times a day. Add 
a bit of rolling into your warm up, keep a 
couple of balls in your truck to use while 
you are waiting to load/unload and consider 
making it part of your going to bed routine. 
Spending a few minutes rolling can be a 
way to relax, which will help you get a better 
sleep!

As with everything, it takes a bit of effort to 
see results. But regular rolling is a relaxing 
way to maintain your range of motion and 
prevent small problems from getting bigger. 
Even rolling out a tender spot can provide 
so much relief that the short term pain really 
is worth the long term gain. 

       Health and Wellness
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identify any additional permitting required if 
the proposed logging utilizes existing road 
crossings or construction of new roads under 
the power line.

Many forestry operations near power lines 
require a Qualified Electrical Worker (QEW) or 
a Certified Utility Arborist (CUA) to supervise 
the work. CUAs are specialists authorized 
to work on trees in close proximity to power 
lines,  direct fallers that may fall within LOA 
and obtain an assurance of no reclose permit 
(ANRP) from BC Hydro that is required for 
falling work near power lines. 

Any works that cross, are on, or have the 
potential to affect one of BC Hydro’s statutory 
rights of way will require a properties referral. 
BC Hydro will review the application details 
and provide a written response before the 
activities can occur. When approved, a 
compatible use agreement is issued and the 
site review can proceed with a qualified utility 
representative. 

Logging near a power line can be hazardous. 
BC Hydro wants to work with you to make 
sure your operations are conducted safely 
and efficiently, recognizing where risks exist 
and making a plan to deal with those risks 
rather than respond to a power outage, fire 
or serious injury.

For referral requests and queries, please 
contact BC Hydro Properties Helpdesk 
by phone: 1-800-667-1517 or via email: 
properties.helpdesk@bchydro.com

For more information about the BC Hydro 
referral process, please visit: www.bchydro.
com/energy-in-bc/operations/right-of-way-
management.html
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Your take on Safety

In December 2018, a severe storm caused 
widespread damage along the south 
coast affecting more than 750,000 BC 
Hydro customers. Winds and falling trees 
damaged 1,900 spans of wire, 386 poles, 
700 crossarms and 230 transformers. 
Some of damage was caused by unstable 
cut block fringes left from recent forestry 
operations next to power lines.

As industry experts, BC Hydro is committed 
to the safety of forestry workers, utility 
workers and the public (Bylaw 11: Code 
of Ethics 11.3.10 1). Forestry operations 
occurring in close proximity to power lines 
pose several safety challenges for workers 
and the public. To address the electrical 
hazard for logging operations, BC Hydro, 
WorkSafeBC and industry have developed 
a referral process that provides electrical 
safety information essential to worksite 
safety; helping forest operators comply 
with the Occupational Health and Safety 
Regulations.

When working on trees near power lines, 
workers must be aware of the Limits of 
Approach (LOA), which is the distance 
that must be maintained between workers 
(including their extension of reach caused 
by tools, falling trees, equipment, or 
unplanned movements) and energized 
electrical conductors and equipment. The 
hazardous area is the area that includes 
any tree that may fall within the LOA. It is 
hazardous because electricity seeks any 
available path to the ground from a tree, 
mobile equipment, tools or the human body. 
Whenever a line is energized and there is a 
path to ground, the electricity will energize 
the ground. This effect will dissipate over 
distance in what is called the Ground 
Gradient Ripple Effect. If a person walks 

across this gradient, they could be exposed 
to Step Potential as the difference in voltage 
pushes electricity up one leg and down the 
other.

Touch Potential is a similar hazard which 
occurs if a tree or piece of equipment 
contacts an energized line and a person 
touches the object. The difference in voltage 
between the person and the ground causes 
electrical current to flow through the body, 
which may result in serious injury or death. 
At high voltages, Step and Touch Potential 
can even occur without directly contacting 
a power line which is called a Flashover 
and is elevation dependent. When working 
adjacent to transmission lines with voltages 
of 230kV and higher, electromagnetic 
induction on large equipment and cable 
logging systems must also be considered, 
as induced electrical currents on logging 
equipment can present a safety risk to 
workers.

Referral Process
When planning a forest operation with 
power lines nearby or within your harvesting 
area, contact a BC Hydro representative to 
discuss Regulations and your options. BC 
Hydro will require a map showing the power 
line, harvest area boundaries and roads. 
Initiating contact with BC Hydro early in the 
planning process will help avoid operational 
delays.

For work adjacent to BC Hydro’s rights of 
way and/or power lines, a field review with a 
qualified utility representative is required to 
provide electrical safety information, review 
the harvest area(s) to identify powerline 
related issues and discuss options for 
proceeding. The representative can also 

Logging Near Power Lines in BC
Article Courtesy of BC Forest Professional Magazine

By Mark Holland, RFT / James McKendry, RPF, ISA Cert. Arb., Util. Specialist / 
Jonathan Mitchell, ISA Cert. Arb., CUA, CF
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